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Board diversity
We believe better diversity brings
economic, as well as cultural benefts.
This is why in 2017 we voted against
more board chairs than ever at UK
companies on the basis of poor
diversity.
The number of female board members of UK companies
has gone up slightly since 2016, to 27.7% in the FTSE 100
and 22.8% in the FTSE 2501. We continue to vote against
the chairs of the board at FTSE 350 companies that show
a lack of diversity. Having strengthened our policy, from
2018 we are voting against the chairs of the board of
FTSE 350 companies if they have not already reached
25% women at board level. We will also vote against
management if we notice ill-conceived or poorly
implemented diversity policies.
In 2017, we started to vote for the frst time against allmale boards of S&P 500 companies in the US. Our voting
refects not just board composition, but also the quality
of diversity policies. We understand this is not an easy

issue, but some companies still present generic
‘boilerplate’ policies that do not give any insight into
how they really view diversity or what they are doing to
address the issue at board, executive committee and
employee levels. We consider a company’s workforce
as important as its fnancial assets and expect that better
policies and disclosures regarding diversity should be
well developed. To fnd out more about the principles of
board diversity and how LGIM are responding, please
watch these videos:
Board diversity
Diversity: How LGIM are responding

During 2017 we voted against 37
board chairs or chairs of nomination
committees of UK boards due to
poor diversity, the highest number
since we established this voting
policy in 2015.
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Case studies
30% Club Investor Group
As part of our membership of the 30% Club Investor
Group in the UK, we have committed to engage
collaboratively with UK companies where board level
diversity is poor and policies need to be strengthened.
This collaboration strengthens our voice, and the Investor
Group meets regularly. We sit as co-chair of the group
in order to formulate objectives. The group has selected
some target companies in the property sector and we
have recently chaired a meeting with a property company
along with 11 other investors, both institutional investors
and asset owners. We had a constructive meeting with
the chair of the company to discuss and explore the
commitment to diversity both at a board and employee
level. The chair assured us during the meeting that an
additional female board member would be put forward
for election in 2018; we will monitor progress on this
matter.

US diversity coalition
We co-founded a coalition to engage on the issue of
board diversity and refreshment at US companies. Along
with US pension funds CalSTRS, OPERS and Dutch asset
manager APG, we wrote to 58 US companies where
board diversity and refreshment are poor, offering to
meet them in order to better understand their processes
and commitments to these issues.
Engagement meetings are currently underway with the
CEOs and chairs of nomination committees at the
companies, during which we discuss commitment,
process and disclosure. We have had 27 meetings with
our target companies. Eight of these companies have
made changes to the make-up of the board or to their
diversity policy and nomination charter documents to
include a commitment to broader diversity issues. The
coalition plans to publish a paper and will continue
working together during 2018.
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